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This thesis presents the use of density estimation for performing data classification in 
different applications such as stream processing as well as image classification. The first half of 
this thesis presents a system that can process and analyze streaming data and extract the time 
frames that contain potential events of interest or anomalies without requiring any prior domain 
knowledge. The proposed method performs real time monitoring and mining of streaming data at 
multiple temporal scales simultaneously to maximize the probability of detection of anomalous 
events that span different lengths of time. The method does not assume the data segments 
containing anomalies belong to any particular distribution and therefore does not require prior 
domain knowledge. The system learns the evolution of normal behavior in streaming data and 
builds a model over time and uses it to determine whether the new incoming data fits that model. 
When analyzing streaming data, it is important for the algorithm to be fast with low 
computational complexity and therefore such aspects as well as the detection accuracy are 
studied and the results are presented. The algorithm is general and can be used for any type of 
streaming data. 
In the second half of this thesis, the feasibility of using density estimation in higher 
dimensions and in particular for visual descriptors is presented. A method for classifying images 
 is proposed which uses density estimation to optimally quantize the feature space to generate a 
codebook used by a bag-of-features (BoF) image classifier. This thesis shows that the optimal 
smoothing calculation in density estimation can be used to systematically quantize the feature 
space to generate codebooks that can be used in image classification. 
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This thesis presents the use of density estimation for performing data classification in 
different applications such as stream processing as well as image classification. This chapter 
presents the motivation behind the work, the problems addressed, summary of contributions and 
an outline of the chapters that follow. 
 
1.1. Motivation 
In recent years, rapid advances and the more affordable prices in electronics such as 
recording devices and disk drives have resulted in an abundant amount of multimedia data. For 
example, surveillance cameras generate a very large amount of digital video that need to be 
processed to extract high level information. Multi-modal sensor devices such as Infrared, 
acoustic and seismic sensors placed inside buildings or outdoors on the roads, sidewalk crossings 
and at the borders are used to detect human activity or vehicles passing by. Surveillance data as 
well as other types of streaming data such as the ones generated in network and transaction 
monitoring have required the need for fast algorithms that can perform real time processing to 
extract segments of the data that contain useful information to a human observer. 
A key goal of stream processing is to extract segments of the data stream which contain 
anomalies or ‘events of interest’. However, in most situations, the nature of the anomaly or the 
event of interest is not known a priori. Even in situations when prior knowledge about the 
domain is known, a significant amount of time and effort is spent for defining and creating a set 
of predefined knowledge-base. This knowledge-base may consist of a predefined set of policies 
and rules; a set of templates representing predefined patterns in the data; or a description of 
events that constitute anomalous behavior. 
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Another large portion of the multimedia data is the digital pictures taken by the average 
consumer of digital cameras. As the household digital cameras get more affordable and memory 
cards get cheaper and larger in capacity, more digital pictures get generated that need to be 
organized in an automatic way. These images are saved on disk drives or uploaded into the 
network or social networking Web sites by the consumers. In order to simplify the search and 
browsing of these images by the user, they need to be sorted and classified based on their 
semantic content. For example, one may want to group and classify all pictures that contain 
outdoor scenery from the ones that were taken indoors or to automatically distinguish pictures of 
trees from pictures of buildings or bridges. 
 
1.2. Problems Addressed 
The following sections present the problems addressed in this thesis on anomaly 
detection in streaming data and on image classification. Both problems are addressed by using 
the fundamental method of density estimation. For the anomaly detection application, a two-class 
classifier is designed in an unsupervised environment which uses 1-dimensional data. On the 
other hand, the image classifier performs multi-class classification in a supervised training 
setting and uses multi-dimensional data. 
 
1.2.1. Stream Processing and Anomaly Detection 
The first half of this thesis presents a system that can process and analyze streaming data 
and extract the time frames that contain potential events of interest or anomalies without 
requiring any prior domain knowledge. The proposed method performs real time monitoring and 
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mining of streaming data at multiple temporal scales simultaneously to maximize the probability 
of detection of anomalous events that span different lengths of time. The method does not 
assume the data segments containing anomalies belong to any particular distribution and 
therefore does not require prior domain knowledge. It uses density estimation [1] to approximate 
the underlying statistical characteristics of the data. Optimal smoothing is used to construct the 
most accurate density estimate of the observed data. The effect of using optimal smoothing on 
the detection accuracy and computation speed as opposed to other arbitrary values is presented. 
The system learns the evolution of normal behavior in streaming data and builds a model 
over time and uses it to determine whether the new incoming data fits that model. When 
analyzing streaming data, it is important for the algorithm to be fast with low computational 
complexity and therefore such aspects as well as the detection accuracy are studied and the 
results are presented. The algorithm is general and can be used for any type of streaming data. 
The main difference between our approach and the well researched change detection 
methods [2-5] is building a faithful statistical representation of the data versus merely detecting 
changes in the characteristics of the data. In both approaches the ultimate goal is maximizing the 
detection rate which is minimizing the false alarm rate and the misdetection rates. However, the 
main contribution of the approach in this thesis is maximizing the detection rate through 
constructing an accurate probability distribution of the observed data. 
 
1.2.2. Image Classification 
In the second half of this thesis, the feasibility of using density estimation in higher 
dimensions and in particular for visual descriptors is presented. A method for classifying images 
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is proposed which uses density estimation to optimally quantize the feature space to generate a 
codebook used by a bag-of-features (BoF) classifier. The bag-of-features model for image 
representation [6] has become a popular method for image indexing and retrieval due to its 
simplicity and high performance. It represents an image as an order-less collection of local 
features. It uses a codebook or a dictionary of features for representing the frequency of the 
dominant features in the image. The codebook is typically created by quantizing the 
multidimensional space of feature descriptors. A clustering algorithm such as k-means is 
generally used to cluster the feature descriptors. The cluster centers are used as the 
representatives of the clusters and are used as the codewords [7, 8]. Choosing the right value for 
the codebook size is crucial to the outcome of the classifier and there is no systematic method of 
calculating the best value when using k-means [7-9]. Currently the number of clusters is chosen 
heuristically by performing empirical testing and selecting one that performs best for the image 
dataset at hand. 
This thesis shows that the optimal smoothing calculation in density estimation can be 
used to systematically quantize and cluster the feature space to generate codebooks that can be 
used in image classification. The effect of optimum quantization on classification accuracy is 
presented and compared with the alternate approaches such as k-means clustering. The 
complexity of the proposed algorithm is also presented. 
The focus of this thesis is mainly on the use of non-parametric density estimation [1] 
which refers to estimating a distribution of the data without having prior knowledge of the type 
of distribution hence making the approach more general and applicable. There has been 
extensive prior work on calculating a smoothing parameter for the density function that results in 
the most optimal representation of the data. This has been the main motivation of the work in this 
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thesis for the goal of achieving the highest accuracy in data classification, while minimizing the 
computational complexity of the algorithm. 
 
1.3. Summary of Contributions 
The original contributions of this thesis are as follows: 
 
1. A data-driven approach for segmenting a streaming data at multiple temporal scales 
and identify those segments that are potentially information bearing 
2. Analysis of the effect of using the optimum bin width of the distributions on accuracy 
and computational speed at different time scales 
3. A comparison of the different well-known distance metrics and their relation to the 
choice of the bin width 
4. The feasibility of using density estimation for optimal quantization of the multi-
dimensional visual feature space and an analysis of the cluster population 
5. An algorithm for generating a codebook in a bag-of-features model based image 
classification which maximizes the classification accuracy and has a very low 
computational complexity 
 
1.4. Organization of the Thesis 
Chapter 2 is an overview of the non-parametric density estimation such as the histogram. 
This chapter presents the prior work on optimal smoothing calculation and its importance in 
generating an accurate estimate of the density function representing a set of observed data. This 
will be the basis of the work presented in this thesis on data classification. 
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Chapter 3 presents a method for concurrent monitoring and mining of streaming data at 
multiple time resolutions. It uses non-parametric density estimation to detect time frames that 
contain anomalies without requiring any predefined rules, models or domain specific knowledge. 
The importance of the choice of the optimal smoothing parameter as opposed to choosing 
arbitrary values is presented as well as other aspects such as the effect on computation speed. 
The performance results of the anomaly detector are presented using real data collected from 
Infrared sensors detecting human activities as well as other streaming data such as temperature, 
humidity and light measured by motes and finally the inter-arrivals of passengers at a bus stop. 
Chapter 4 presents the feasibility of using density estimation in higher dimensions and 
discusses the potential problem of ‘curse of dimensionality’. The focus of the chapter is mainly 
on the use of density estimation for visual features extracted from images in a reduced feature 
space for the ultimate goal of image classification. It presents the cluster population using simple 
uniform grid quantization as used in density estimation as opposed to other methods such as k-
means in a reduced feature space. 
Chapter 5 proposes using density estimation to create visual codebooks used for image 
classification. It presents the effect of using an optimum codebook size on the accuracy of image 
classification. Density estimation uses a grid based quantization of the feature space and provides 
an optimum level of quantization. The proposed codebook is compared to using k-means in 
terms of stability, speed and classification accuracy using five different datasets, four of which 
are standard image database benchmarks used in the state-of-the-art image classification 
algorithms. 
Finally, chapter 6 presents a summary and conclusion of the work presented in this thesis 
and suggestions for future work and research. One potential use of density estimation for image 
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classification is to represent images belonging to the same class (i.e. having the same semantic 





2. Background on Density Estimation and the Optimal Smoothing Parameter 
Density estimation is a well studied and established method in the fields of statistics and 
pattern recognition. It is the construction of an estimate of the density function based on a set of 
observed data. Density estimation can be parametric or non-parametric. The parametric 
approaches assume the data are drawn from one of a known family of distributions and make 
inference about the parameters of the distribution such as the mean and variance. On the other 
hand, the non-parametric statistical or the so called ‘distribution free’ approaches do not assume 
the data belongs to any particular distribution and therefore do not perform model fitting [10]. 
These methods require less restrictive assumptions about the data which makes them more 
attractive in the fields of data mining and pattern recognition. The simplest form of a non-
parametric density estimator is the histogram which has been used for many years in data 
visualization. A histogram [11] is a representation of the frequency distribution of the data by 
means of rectangles or bins. A more sophisticated method is the kernel density estimator which 
uses a kernel function to smooth out the probability mass of the observed data. Kernel density 
estimation is also known as the Parzen window method in the field of signal processing. There 
has been extensive work [1] on calculating the optimal smoothing parameter or the bin width in 
the case of histograms. The problem of optimal smoothing is one of the motivations behind this 
work. 
 
2.1. The Optimal Smoothing Parameter 
One fundamental problem in generating a faithful representation of a given data set 
through the use of a distribution, is choosing the right smoothing parameter, h, or in the case of 
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histograms, the bin width. If the bin width is too large, details of the distribution will be averaged 
out. On the other hand, if the bin width is too small, the distribution does not provide any more 
information than the observation values, which do not give a good representation of the data 
distribution. Choosing h to be very large will result in small variance but large bias which is 
referred to as over-smoothing. On the other hand, choosing small values for h will result in small 
bias but a large variance. This is referred to as under-smoothing. Figure 2.1 shows the difference 
between choosing too large and too small bin widths for representing a data distribution. The 
bias and variance may be controlled simultaneously by choosing an intermediate value of the bin 




Too few bins (large h) Too many bins (small h) 
Optimum number of bins 




The following is the detailed derivation by Scott [1] for calculating an optimum bin width 
in generating a histogram. Consider the following variables: 
 
n: Total number of data points or observations 
h: The width of each bin 
Bk =[tk , tk+1) The kth bin 
vk: The bin count of kth bin or the number of data points in bin Bk 
f(x): The actual density function 
)(
^
xf : The estimate of the density function f(x) 
 
A frequency histogram is built using blocks of width h and height of 1 where each block 
represents a single data point. Since there are n blocks (i.e. n data points), the total area of the 
frequency histogram is nh. However, the area under a density histogram is 1 and therefore the 
height of each building block in a density histogram is 1/(nh). Figure 2.2 shows an 
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Figure 2.2: The approximation of a function f using a density histogram 
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Assume the bin counts are Binomial random variables: 
 
vk~B(n, pk)        where        
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The Mean Integrated Squared Error (MISE) of an estimator )(
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where ISB is the Integrated Square Bias and IV is the Integrated Variance. First, consider 
estimating the integrated variance. Modeling each bin count as a Binomial random variable, the 
expected value and the variance for the number of data points falling in a given bin k of the 
frequency histogram is: 
 
Expected value is:    E[vk]=npk        and 
The variance is:       Var[vk]=npk(1-pk) 
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Using the standard Riemannian integral approximation, given a function φ(x), one can 
approximate the area under the function by    )1()()( odxxhk   
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The main terms in the IV will be referred to as the Asymptotic Integrated Variance (AIV) 
and the last two terms disappear as n approaches infinity. The first term is kept as it contains h in 




AIV 1           (2.1) 
 
Now, in order to estimate the integrated square bias, first consider the bias of the 
approximated value of the density within a single bin. 
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Using the Reimannian integral approximation: 
 






















Similarly, the main terms in the ISB will be referred to as the Asymptotic Integrated 





1 2 fRhAISB           (2.2) 
 
The combined AIV and AISB will give the Asymptotic Mean Integrated Squared Error 








hAMISE         (2.3) 
 
The Asymptotic Mean Integrated Squared Error (AMISE) represents the error in 
estimating a density function by a histogram. It uses the L2 distance for computing the distance 
between the actual function and its estimate. Its minimum can be calculated by taking its 


















h         (2.4) 
 
Equation (2.4) shows that the optimum value for h depends on the number of data points 
n as well as the roughness of the density function which is data dependent. The value for n is 
known but the roughness of the density function depends on the shape of the function which is 
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A potential estimate of R(f’) is 
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The above shows that 
^
1R  is an approximation of R(f’) too large by a factor of 2/nh
3. 















fR  into equation (2.3) for R(f’), gives the Biased Cross Validation (BCV) 












The biased cross validation (BCV) may be used to estimate the mean square error using 
the data at hand. The BCV can be used as the objective function to find the optimum h that leads 
to the minimum BCV value. This requires an exhaustive search for the optimum value of h which 
may not be suitable in many streaming data scenarios. However, in the next chapter a method is 
proposed to approximate the roughness of the data and using this value to calculate the optimum 
h value using equation (2.4) for different values of n. 
 
2.2. Summary and Conclusion 
The choice of the smoothing parameter or the bin width is crucial when constructing 
density estimates such as histograms. The optimal smoothing approach suggests that as more 
data is made available, the bin width must be reduced to better fine tune the density estimate. On 
the other hand, when the amount of data is small, the bin width must be increased and the density 
estimate be made coarser. Density estimation and optimal smoothing is the basis of the work in 





3. Anomaly Detection Using a Single Information Stream 
This chapter presents a system that uses the non-parametric density estimation method 
explained in chapter 2 to perform anomaly detection in streaming data. The importance of the 
choice of the optimal smoothing parameter when constructing the density estimates as opposed 
to arbitrary values is presented using sensor data detecting human activities as well as other 
streaming data such as temperature, humidity and light measured by motes and finally the inter-
arrivals of passengers at a bus stop. 
A key goal of information analytics is to identify patterns of anomalous behavior. Such 
identification of anomalies is required in a variety of applications such as systems management, 
sensor networks, and security. However, the current state of the art on anomaly detection relies 
on using a set of predefined knowledge-bases to allow for comparing observations with 
predefined knowledge. These consist of predefined set of policies and rules, set of templates 
representing predefined patterns in the data, or description of events that constitute anomalous 
behavior. When used in practice, a significant limitation of information analytics is the effort that 
goes into defining and creating the predefined knowledge-base and the need to have prior 
information about the domain. 
To circumvent this problem, this chapter presents a method for monitoring and mining of 
data streams generated by sensors. The main focus is on non-parametric distribution based 
approaches which do not make any assumptions regarding the distribution of the underlying data. 
The proposed algorithm provides a method for temporal segmentation of the streaming data and 
identifying the ones containing potential events of interest (i.e. outliers) which need further high-
level analysis either by machine or the human observer. The algorithm is intended to identify 
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such segments with high detection rates and low false alarm rates. An analysis of the 




Anomaly or outlier detection is of great importance when analyzing streaming data in 
many applications such as in systems and network management for detecting faults and 
performance problems; in sensor networks for detecting anomalous behaviors and activities; and 
in security for detecting frauds and intrusions. As processors become faster and cheaper, more 
and more streaming data can be captured and made available for analysis. To manage the 
overload of the streaming data, one needs to create mechanisms for identifying only those time 
intervals which are informative and worthy of further high-level analysis either by machine or 
the human observer. For example, when analyzing sensor network data one needs to segment the 
temporal data stream and identify the potential event bearing candidates for further analysis. 
These segments of data may be identified by an outlier or anomaly detector which scans the data 
streams at a high rate and outputs only the segments that need further processing. 
A key challenge in anomaly detection is defining what is normal and identifying the 
boundary between normal behavior and the outlier or abnormal behavior. Use of rule or 
template-based techniques for identifying normal or abnormal behavior is subject to the 
application domain and very much dependent on domain expertise. The nearest neighbor or the 
distance-based approaches rely heavily on the choice of the distance measure being used which 
is highly dependent on the data type and application. It is almost impossible to choose a distance 
measure which performs well in all types of applications. Another challenge is that normal 
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behavior as well as the outliers, frequently change over time. Therefore the system needs to learn 
the evolution of normal behavior over time. Yet another challenge is that different types of 
anomalies may unfold at different temporal scales based on the application domain and the 
nature of the anomaly. Therefore, if the analysis is done at a coarse temporal scale, anomalies, 
that span a short length of time, might be missed. On the other hand if the analysis is done at a 
small temporal scale, the long spanning anomalies may not be detected. Another challenge in 
anomaly detection is being able to process large volumes of data in real time. Hence, the 
anomaly detection algorithm needs to be fast and reactive in a timely manner. 
In order to address the limitations of traditional knowledge-base driven systems, a data-
driven approach is proposed which does not require any prior knowledge of normal behavior. 
The key observation that is made is that abnormality manifests itself in multiple temporal scales. 
Therefore, a simultaneous examination of data at different time-scales allows one to identify 
abnormal behavior in a non-parametric way, i.e. develop an algorithm that does not require any 
parameters that need to be defined manually. 
In the proposed approach, an outlier is defined to be an uncommon segment of the data in 
time. A non-parametric statistical approach is used to represent the statistical behavior of the 
temporal data while monitoring the incoming streaming data at different temporal scales and 
looking for discrepancies between the local statistical behavior of the signal and its historical 
behavior. The approach learns the evolution of the normal behavior over time. The statistical 
representation of the data is optimized for providing the highest accuracy without imposing high 
computational demand. In addition, it is shown that the approach is distance measure agnostic, 
which makes it applicable to all types of data and settings. 
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The proposed approach is applied to a data set obtained from sensing various human 
activities using a set of sensors. It has also been applied to sensor data generated by motes 
measuring temperature, humidity, and light in the Intel Berkley Research lab [12] as well as time 
series data containing passenger inter-arrival times at a bus stop [13]. The results reported in this 
chapter are focused on a single sensor data stream. The results of the experiments have shown 
that the proposed approach is capable of spotting the event bearing time segments of the data in 
different resolutions depending on the time length of the events. 
 
3.2. An Overview of Anomaly Detection Techniques 
Anomaly or outlier detection refers to detecting patterns in a given data set that do not 
conform to a ‘normal’ or expected behavior. The term ‘normal’ refers to a baseline which may 
be known a priori or learned through time. The presence of outliers in a data set may be due to 
noise or unwanted system behavior. Noise may be caused by measurement error or 
communication error but the nature of unwanted system behavior is application dependent. For 
example in network or system performance monitoring, it may be link or server failures and in 
security it may be denial of service attacks or intrusion detection. In accounting and transaction 
monitoring it may be due to fraud, whereas in surveillance applications it may be due to 
abnormal activity. 
The approaches used to perform anomaly detection depend on the application and the 
nature of the data. The broad categories of approaches are: the model based approaches (rule-
based, pattern matching or model based) and the non-model based (similarity based and non-




3.2.1. Model-Based Approaches 
The model-based approaches require prior knowledge of the application domain and are 
as the following: 
The rule-based approaches [14-17] use a database containing the rules governing the 
behavior of the faulty system or an abnormal behavior to determine whether an anomaly has 
occurred. The anomaly or fault is determined by monitoring a series of symptoms that are 
predefined by the rules. The rule-based methods rely heavily on the human expertise and are not 
adaptive to new and evolving environments. Case-based reasoning [18, 19] is an extension of the 
rule-based approach, which uses the history of faults to make decisions and because it can build 
new rules is more adaptive to evolving environments. However they rely heavily on having past 
information and are not efficient in computation time and complexity. 
Pattern matching or profiling [20-22] use online learning to build profiles or patterns for 
normal behavior and deviations from them are considered anomalies. These methods do not 
perform well for evolving behaviors over time. 
Model based [23, 24] approaches use different types of models to characterize the normal 
behavior of the monitored system. The most popular predictive model used is supervised support 
vector machines. The model based approaches need training data in order to build the model. 
The parametric statistical approaches perform model fitting and assume a known 
underlying distribution [25] of the data or are based on statistical estimation of the distribution 
parameters [26]. These methods flag as outliers those observations that deviate from the model 
assumptions. However, these methods rely heavily on prior knowledge of the data distribution 




3.2.2. Non Model Based Approaches 
The non model based approaches do not require any prior knowledge of the application 
domain and are as the following: 
The distance or similarity based approaches [27] detect outliers by computing distances 
among observations or points in a multi-dimensional space. These methods do not scale well and 
are not useful in very high dimensional data spaces since the data points are sparse [28] and 
finding the outliers is non-obvious. Also finding a good distance metric and a good threshold is 
not easy and obvious. The depth based methods identify the neighborhood of an object based on 
spatial relationships and consider the proximity factor to decide if an object is an outlier with 
respect to neighboring objects or to a cluster. The similarity based approaches have better 
computational efficiency than the depth based approaches. 
The non-parametric statistical approaches [29] [30] do not assume prior knowledge of 
the data distributions. The non-parametric density based outlier detection methods are popular 
and seem more promising than other approaches since they are efficient to compute in a 
streaming environment. They are suitable for unknown environments and can easily be 
combined when there are multiple dimensions. 
Many of the proposed outlier detection approaches such as the model based approaches 
[28] require prior knowledge about the application. On the other hand, the non-model based 
approaches such as the distance based methods, choose the distance metric heuristically by 





3.3. The Proposed Approach 
The proposed approach is based on the observation that the statistical characteristics of 
the data do not have abrupt changes if there are no outliers or events of interest, i.e. statistically 
the data follows a constant baseline model or evolves slowly as time progresses. However, when 
an event or anomaly occurs, it manifests itself through perturbing such statistical behavior and 
causing it to shift characteristics from what was seen before. The issues then are how to capture 
and represent the statistical behavior of the stream at different times, and what temporal scale to 
look for such perturbations. This observation has been validated in the examination of various 
data samples. 
Based on this observation, the proposed algorithm for detecting anomalies is a non-
parametric distribution based approach and uses a sliding time window for which the distribution 
of the observed data is determined. This distribution is compared to a baseline which represents 
the expected or historic behavior. The baseline distribution is calculated using the data values 
seen in the past. There are two different methods for determining the baseline. In the first 
method, the baseline uses a growing window starting at some time t0. In this case, the start of the 
historic data is fixed and is set to the beginning of a new episode. For example t0 can be the 
beginning of a new season or the first day of the week. In the second method, the baseline uses a 
shifting window in the past, which means t0 moves as time goes on. In this case, the shifting 
window used to calculate the baseline represents only the recent observations of the 
environment. 
The proposed approach is using histograms to approximate the underlying statistical 
characteristics of the data. Histograms have an advantage of being simple and fast to compute 
and can be easily updated in streaming data environments as data is being read over time. Figure 
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Figure 3.1: Sample signal and the ‘current’ and ‘baseline’ (i.e. history) windows and their 
corresponding histograms 
 
Figure 3.2 shows the data within a window of time and the corresponding histogram 
generated. The histogram is normalized so that the sum of the areas of the bin is 1 to represent 









Figure 3.2: A sample signal and the corresponding histogram showing the minimum and 
maximum data values and the bin width 
 
Different types of anomalies unravel at different temporal scales due to the nature of the 
anomaly. Hence, the data is simultaneously analyzed at multiple temporal scales. This means that 
multiple window sizes for the sliding window are used. This is an alternative method to using 
wavelets [31] or scale space filters [32] for analyzing the data at multiple scales and using fixed 
sized windows. If the streaming data is analyzed at multiple scales, different outliers may be 
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Figure 3.3: Block diagram of the system showing the different temporal scales 
 
As the current statistical behavior of the data is compared with the baseline, a distance 
vector is generated consisting of one distance value every time the moving window is shifted. 
The distance vector is then passed through a maxima detector which determines the outlier points 
for the particular time scale. The outlier segments are the maxima points (i.e. outliers) within 
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each calculated distance vector. Three different methods for detecting the maxima points are 
used. The maxima point detection is performed at each temporal scale. 
 
1. Constant threshold: The first method uses a constant threshold T. Each value in the 
distance vector having a value greater than T is marked as an outlier. 
2. Top percentage: The second method selects the largest N% of the values for a window 
of time. This method is useful for domains where an approximate percentage of anomalies, is 
expected. 
3. Maximum neighbor: The third method for detecting the maxima points compares each 
point in the distance vector to its neighbors on both sides. Let V be the number of neighboring 
points on each side. If the value is larger than all the 2V neighbors, then the point is considered a 
maxima point, hence detecting the local maxima points. 
 
The appropriate maxima detection method may be chosen at deployment time in order to 
better tune the system. Note that as mentioned before, the proposed approach is used to reduce 
the data overload and to extract the segments of data that may need further analysis using other 
machine learning methods or verification by a domain expert. Therefore, the choice of the 
maxima detection method may also be affected by the amount of processing power one has as 
well as the rate of the incoming data. 
The input data may be the raw data or it can be derived features from the raw data stream. 
The features are decided at design time and are based on the particular environments and data 
streams being monitored. For audio signals, the most common types of low level features are the 
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients [33] (MFCC), which represent the spectral envelope of the 
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audio signal. The features may be elementary or at higher levels such as semantic concepts, the 
number of human voices detected [34], and so on. They may be the extracted semantic concepts, 
which may be the type of objects detected being, car, airplane, human, etc. The features may also 
be aggregated results such as the sum, maximum and minimum or algebraic functions for 
computing coarser granularity such as average, standard deviation and variance. Keeping only 
the high level and the aggregated features helps overcome the information overload and the 
storage required for buffering the streaming data. 
 
3.3.1. Detection Accuracy 
This section presents how the detection accuracy is maximized by minimizing the error in 
generating the distribution of the data when there is no prior knowledge of the distribution type. 
As seen in chapter 2, when constructing a histogram, the optimum bin width is inversely 















h         (3.1) 
 
Since the density function f can be arbitrarily rough, there is no lower bound on the bin 
width h. However, if the sampled data values are bounded between two known values amin and 
amax, or in other words, the density function is zero outside of (amin, amax), there is a lower bound 
on the roughness R(f’) which results in an upper bound on the bin width h [35]. 
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The upper bound on R(f’) gives the lower bound on h and the lower bound on R(f’) gives 
the upper bound on h. There is no lower bound on the bin width since the statistical roughness 
R(f’) can be arbitrarily large. However, there is a lower bound on R(f’) which gives the upper 
bound on h. Let us calculate the lower bound on R(f’). Assume that the range of measurement 
values is [amin, amax] and the quantization level of the measurements is q. 
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Let: g(x)=f(x)+e(x)        where e(x) is some perturbation function 
and i) e(x)=0        for 5.0x         and        5.0x  
 ii) e(-0.5) and e(0.5) is continuous 
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To verify the optimality of f1 compute: 
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since f1”(x) is a constant which leads the following: 
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   (3.3) 
 
hOS is the upper bound on bin width or the so called over-smoothed bin width. Therefore the 
search space for finding the optimum h is: 0<h*<hOS. 
 
There is also a lower bound, q, on the bin width which is the quantization level of the 
measurements, since the bin width must be at least equal to or greater than the quantization step 
size as measured by the sensor acquisition process. The following suggests the lower and upper 
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Solving for n in inequality (3.4), results in the following inequality given by (3.5) which 
gives the upper bound for n. This is the maximum allowable size for the baseline window which 













aan          (3.5) 
 
Distance metrics and divergence measures such as the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence 
are well suited for measuring the divergence of a given distribution from a reference or expected 
distribution. However, most divergence measures like KL and others are bin-wise and thus 
require the number of bins of the two histograms be the same. Given that both distributions are 
zero outside the range (amin, amax), the bin widths for the two distributions must be made the same 
to perform a simple and fast bin-wise comparison. This condition imposes a restriction on the 
range of window sizes (i.e. the value for n) in order to keep the density function estimation error 
(AMISE) below a desired value. Let nc and nb be the number of data points within the current and 
the baseline windows, respectively. The following three optimization problems can be defined: 
1. To determine the common optimum bin width for two histograms with different 
number of data points 
2. To determine a bound on the baseline window size 




Optimization Problem 1: Determining the common optimum bin width for two 
histograms with different number of data points 
Given the number of data points in the current shifting window, nc and the number of 
data points in the baseline window nb, find h for optimum (i.e. minimum) AMISE for both 
histograms. In this optimization, it is assumed that the window sizes are given (based on other 
criteria such as prior knowledge about the events being monitored) and the bin width *,bch for 
which the AMISE is minimized is calculated for both histograms: 
 
)),(),((minarg*, hnAMISEhnAMISEh bchbc       (3.6) 
 
However, this is a non-linear optimization and requires a search over h. An alternative 
method to find the optimum bin width for two window sizes nc and nb is by averaging the values 
of the corresponding *ch  and 
*









hhh Given: nc Calculate: hc* Given: nb Calculate: hb* 
  (3.7) 
 
This calculation needs to be done every time the current window is shifted and for every 
time scale. However, the value *ch  does not change as the shifting window size nc stays a 
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constant at each time scale. On the other hand the value of *bh  changes every time the current 
window is shifted since the baseline window size nb grows as time progresses. As mentioned 
earlier, the baseline window may stay constant in certain situations and implementations and in 
that case, this calculation can be done only once. 
It can be seen that the closer the values of nb and nc are, the more optimum the value of 
*
,bch  will be and vice versa. This intuition leads to the next two optimization problems which set 
limits on how different these two values can be. 
 
Optimization Problem 2: Determining a bound on the baseline window size 
Given nc, find the maximum value for nb such that |AMISE(nc, *ch )–AMISE(nc, 
*
,bch )|≤τ. 
The value for AMISE(nc, *ch ) is computed using the Biased Cross Validation (BCV) equation 
(2.6) for the current window size nc using the optimum h value, *ch . The AMISE(nc, 
*
,bch ) is 
computed by BCV using *,bch  given by equation (3.7). In this optimization, it is assumed that the 
shifting current window size (i.e. resolution) is given and the maximum value for the baseline 
window is calculated for which the |AMISE(nc, *ch )–AMISE(nc, 
*
,bch )| is always kept below a 
given value. This optimization is done only once to impose a limit on the size of the baseline 
window for keeping the AMISE below a certain value. Other factors may affect the choice of the 
baseline window at deployment time depending on the prior knowledge of the length of the 
history (i.e. baseline). 
 
Optimization Problem 3: Determining the bounds on the current window size 
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Given nb, find the range for nc such that |AMISE(nb, *bh )–AMISE(nb, 
*
,bch )|≤τ. The value 
for AMISE(nb, *bh ) is computed using the Biased Cross Validation (BCV) equation (2.6) for the 
current window size nb using the optimum h value, *bh . The AMISE(nb, 
*
,bch ) is computed by 
BCV using *,bch  given by equation (3.7). In this optimization, it is assumed that the window for 
the baseline is given and the range for the current shifting window is calculated for which the 
AMISE(nb, *bh )–AMISE(nb, 
*
,bch )| is always kept below a given value. This optimization is done 
only once to impose a limit range of time scales (i.e. resolutions) which can be used. The number 
of temporal scales may be chosen depending on the processing power available at deployment 
time. 
 
3.3.2. Computational Complexity 
One of the most important aspects of stream processing is the computational complexity 
and the speed of the data processing. In this section the order of complexity is analyzed and later 
in the chapter the empirical results are presented. 
The histogram generation algorithm uses a binary search tree by performing a recursive 
search with a complexity of O(Mlog2N) where M is the total number of data points and N is the 
number of histogram bins. The computational complexity of calculating the distance between 
two histograms is O(N). The total computation complexity for generating two histograms and 
calculating their divergence using the distance is: 
 




It is expected that the computational time in generating two histograms and computing 
their distance to increase as the number of bins increases or as the bin width decreases. The 
empirical results are presented in the experiments section. 
 
3.3.3. Sensitivity to the Distance Metric 
The density based change detection approaches use the well-known distance metrics or 
variations of them to measure the divergence of the true data distribution from a model 
distribution. Prior art suggests that the performance of these change detection techniques rely 
heavily on the distance metric being used. In prior work [37], it has been pointed out that 
different distance metrics have different sensitivities to changes. For example, the commonly 
used L1 distance metric is too sensitive. On the other extreme, Lp norms (for p>1) are far too 
insensitive in detecting changes. 
The choice of the distance metrics depends mainly on the application and in data mining, 
it is chosen heuristically. This choice is usually made by performing empirical testing and 
consensus over the accuracy of the results for each application. Aggarwal [38] proposes a user 
centric method for modeling a distance metric which performs better than a pure learning 
mechanism but is still sensitive to the size of the training data set. With the number of new kinds 
of data increasing rapidly, it is increasingly difficult to choose a distance metric which performs 
well for each data set. 
In the previous section, it was shown that the choice of the bin width affects the error in 
generating a histogram. When the bin width is chosen to be too small compared to the optimum, 
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the variance of the histogram is high and therefore, the distance between two histograms having 
high variance will have a high variance as well. However, as the bin width increases, the 
histogram gets coarser and the effect of using different distance metrics is expected to get 
minimized but as was shown before, this would be at the cost of a degraded accuracy. 
It is now important to analyze how the size of the bin width affects the distance vector 
obtained when using different distance metrics. Two different metrics are used to compare the 
computed distance vectors and the results are discussed in the experiments section to follow. Let 
d(h) denote the metric. 
The first method for computing the metric d(h) measures the difference in the shapes of 
two discrete vectors (i.e. distance vectors). The gradient function is used to first determine the 
rate and direction of change of the values in each distance vector and then count the number of 
times the direction (i.e. slopes) of the two vectors have opposite values. 
 
Let:  ),,()( 11 hQPDhv 
  
  ),,()( 22 hQPDhv 
  
  K: length of distance vector 
 
D1 and D2 are any two distance metrics used to compute the distance vectors v1 and v2, 
respectively, by comparing distributions P and Q and h being the common bin width used to 
compute P and Q. 
 










aah   be the upper bound on h as shown previously in (3.3) 
 
for (h=hmin to hmax)         (3.11) 
d(h) = 0; 



















The second method measures the L1 distance between the two distance vectors and 
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3.4. Experiments and Results 
Three different data sets have been used which are described below: 
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3.4.1. Infrared Sensor Dataset 
The sensor data set used in the experiments was obtained by monitoring people walking 
in a hallway. The objective is to detect activities that are out of norm. A wideband Passive 
Infrared (PIR) sensor sampling at a rate of 256 samples/second was used for duration of 108 
minutes. The PIR measures the temperature difference between the target object and the 
background. Therefore its output value is affected by the type of the object (i.e. human body 
versus non-live objects), the speed and size of the objects passing by and the distance of the 
object to the sensor. In the experiments, the objects detected are people walking by (in a limited 
range of speed) and in a limited range of distance from the sensor as the hallway has a limited 
width. Therefore, the PIR output value is directly proportional to the number of people in the 
field of view of the sensor. The PIR sensor produces integer values which range from 0 to 65,535 
with a quantization level q=1. Figure 3.4 shows how the PIR was placed in the hallway. 
 
 
Figure 3.4: The PIR placement in a hallway with people walking by 
 
The objective in change detection is to find the time points when the data distributions 
differ from the baseline. Such locations can be considered as candidate points indicating 




Analyzing and Estimating the Statistical Roughness 
As mentioned before, the optimum h for generating a histogram depends on the number 
of data points n as well as the roughness of the distribution. The roughness is affected by the 
underlying data. Using the Infrared data, two experiments were performed to analyze and 
approximate the roughness. 
 
Sensitivity of the Roughness to the Underlying Data 
In the first experiment, the sensitivity of optimum h to only the roughness (i.e. keeping n 
constant) is calculated. For a fixed window size n (e.g. n=1000 data points), the value of h that 
corresponds to the smallest BCV(h) given by equation (2.6) is calculated for different segments 
of the data by using a sliding window of size n (shifting with 50% overlap with the previous 
position). The distribution of the optimum h for the different segments of data is plotted. Figure 
3.5 shows that there is not much variation in the optimum h for the same data sequence despite 





Figure 3.5: Distribution of the optimum h value for different segments of fixed size data. 
n=1000 
 
Sensitivity of the Roughness to the Window Size 
In the second experiment, the window size (i.e. n) is varied and the standard deviation for 
optimum h is calculated as illustrated in Figure 3.6. This plot shows that when the number of 
data points n grows larger than a value (in this case 60,000 data points or 3% of the total data 
points) the optimum h is not affected by the contents of the data and only depends on the number 





n=60,000 (i.e. 3% of all data points)
 
Figure 3.6: Variation (standard deviation) of optimum h as a function of window size n 
 
Figure 3.7 is a plot of the mean optimum h as a function of the window size. As expected, 




Figure 3.7: Mean of optimum h as a function of window size n 
 
Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 are plots of the standard deviation and mean of the roughness 
as a function of the window size, respectively. These experiments use the BCV method to 
analyze the roughness. An exhaustive search is used to find the optimum value for h using the 
BCV equation for different windows of time (i.e. number of data points, n). The roughness is 
calculated using the optimum h value. 
These experiments show that the optimum h can be estimated by only knowing n when n 
is large and using an approximate for the roughness using the BCV for an initial window of time. 
As stated before, the main assumption of the proposed outlier detection approach is that the 
statistical characteristics of the data do not have abrupt changes if there are no outliers or events 
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of interest, i.e. statistically the data follows a constant baseline model or evolves slowly as time 
progresses. Figure 3.8 shows that the roughness does not have variations for different segments 
of data having the same n, when n is greater than 60,000 points. Figure 3.9 shows that the mean 
value of the roughness drops slowly as n grows larger than 60,000. It is worth noting that the 
optimizations 2 and 3 explained in section 3.3.1. Detection Accuracyalso limit the range of the 
values used for n. 
The proposed approach is to estimate the roughness for an initial window of time (e.g. 
n=60,000) and use that to calculate the optimum h using equation (2.4). 
 
 





Figure 3.9: Mean of roughness as a function of window size n 
 
Figure 3.10 shows the outlier segments obtained through analyzing the PIR data (the 
signal at the bottom of the figure) at five different temporal scales. The outlier segments 
correspond to crowds of different size and duration of activity. Optimization 3 is used to 
determine the range of time scales i.e. the range of the nc values using τ=0.02. Five time scales 
within the calculated range of scales have been chosen. They correspond to the window sizes of: 
652 seconds (i.e. 166,912 samples), 310 seconds (i.e. 79,360 samples), 155 seconds (i.e. 39,680 
samples), 77 seconds (i.e. 19,712 samples) and 20 seconds (i.e. 5,120 samples). Optimization 1 is 
used to determine the optimum bin width values. As shown in this figure, different events are 







Figure 3.10: The Outliers detected (as circled) at multiple resolutions using optimum bin width. 
Raw signal is shown at the bottom. Measure of change in signal characteristics is shown at five 
different temporal scales. 
 
Figure 3.11 shows the outlier segments for the PIR data using an under-smoothed bin 
width of h=1. The 4th event has not been detected using an under-smoothed window as opposed 







Figure 3.11: Outliers detected at multiple resolutions using under-smoothed bin width. Raw 
signal is shown at the bottom 
 
3.4.2. Detection Accuracy 
Figure 3.12 shows the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves using different 
distance metrics. Different values of h namely, optimum h, under-smoothed h and over-
smoothed h are compared for three different time scales. The ROC curves plotted show the true 











where:  TP = True Positive 
  FP = False Positive 
  TN = True Negative 






Optimum h; large scale h=1; large scale h=50,000; large scale 
 
Optimum h; medium scale h=1; medium scale h=50,000; medium scale 
 
Optimum h; small scale h=1; small scale h=50,000; small scale 
 
Figure 3.12: Comparing the ROC curves using different distance metrics (L1, L2, L∞, and KL) for 
optimum h, under-smoothed h and over-smoothed h. Three different time scales using the PIR 
(Passive Infrared) data are shown. The large scale uses a time window of 312 seconds, the 
medium scale uses a time window of 156 seconds and the small scale uses a time window of 78 
seconds. 
 
In this figure, various distance metrics such as L1, L2, L∞, and the KL are compared. 








where P is the true or the observed distribution and Q is the model or baseline 
distribution and p and q are their densities, respectively. 
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The L∞ norm (i.e. Chebyshev distance) is defined by: 
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The figure shows that using optimum h results in a much higher accuracy in detecting 
changes. This figure also shows that when using the optimum bin width, all the different distance 




3.4.3. Computational Complexity 
Figure 3.13 shows the empirical results on the effect of the bin width on computation 
time. The measured computation time is for segmenting the data stream, generating the 
histograms, and detecting the outlier segments. In this experiment the number of data points in 
the shifting window (i.e. time scale) is nc=40,000. The number of data points in the baseline 
window is nb=106. For this scale, the optimum bin width is calculated to be roughly 450. The 
plot shows that the processing time drops as the bin width increases which supports the analysis 
given by equation (3.10). It is shown that using the proposed optimum bin width (as opposed to 






Figure 3.13: Computation speed as a function of bin width for different distance metrics using 
the Infrared data. The distance metrics used are the L1, L2, L∞, JS (Jenson Shannon), KL 
(Kullback Leibler), and Batta (Bhattacharyya). nc=40,000, nb=106, hopt=450 
 
In this figure, various distance metrics such as L1, L2, L∞, Jenson Shannon (JS), Kullback 
Leibler (KL) and the Bhattacharyya distance are compared. 
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The Battacharyya distance metric is given by: 
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3.4.4. Distance Metric Analysis 
Figure 3.14 shows the shape comparison between the distance vectors using different 
distance metrics as a function of h using the metric specified by (3.11). The figure shows that the 
shape difference using six different types of distance metrics such as L1, L2, L∞, KL, JS and 
Bhattacharyya. In this experiment, the optimum h is approximately 80. It can be seen that once 






Figure 3.14: Comparison among different distance metrics, d(h) using equation (3.11) versus h 
using the Infrared data. The current window is tc-tb=312 seconds, and average hopt=80. 
 
Figure 3.15 shows a similar graph but uses equation (3.12) to measure the difference 
between the distance vectors using different distance metrics. This metric does not only use the 
shapes of the distance vectors but measures the absolute distance between the values in the 






Figure 3.15: Comparison among distance different metrics, d(h) using equation (3.12) versus h 
using the Infrared data. The current window is tc-tb=312 seconds, and average hopt=80. 
 
As can be seen in these figures, as the bin width increases the computation time and the 
sensitivity of the detection to the choice of the distance metric decrease. Choosing the optimum 
bin width gives the best accuracy (i.e. Figure 3.12) while having low computation time (i.e. 
Figure 3.13). The performance also has a low sensitivity to what distance metric is being used 




3.4.5. Passenger Arrival Dataset 
The second dataset was a time series dataset from [13] which captures the passenger 
arrival rates at a bus terminal in Santiago de Chile. The number of passenger arriving at the 
terminal, are recorded every 15 minutes between 6:30 AM and 10:00 PM each day for a total of 
approximately 650 days. The dataset was multiplied several times to make the length of the data 
larger. 
There are periods of low activity on the weekends when the passenger arrival rate is 
much smaller than the weekdays. The system detects the weekends as outliers, which is repeated 
over time, but as time goes on, the intensity of the outlier (i.e. distance value) is reduced as the 
system learns about the events as a normal behavior and perhaps not an anomaly. Similar results 
were observed using different distance metrics such the KL, JS and Euclidean. Another 
observation is that when analyzed at a very small scale (e.g. 4 hours), the anomalies are not 
detected but when the scale is roughly 50 hours (i.e. two days) the weekend is detected as an 
anomaly. Saturdays and Sundays are also detected as anomalies at the scale of roughly 24 hours 
(i.e. one day). There is an exponential drop in the processing time as the bin width is increased 
but the most gain is achieved when using the optimum bin width. Increasing the bin width to 
much larger values than the optimum does not gain much in speed and reduces the detection 
accuracy. 
 
3.4.6. Motes Dataset 
The third data set used was sensor data generated by motes measuring temperature, 
humidity, and light in the Intel Berkley Research Lab [12]. The data streams were temperature 
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and light measurements captured by mote #1 between February 28th and April 5th, 2004. The 
sampling rate for the measurements for both temperature and light is once every 31 seconds. The 
temperature measurements are float numbers ranging between 0 and 123 and the light 
measurements are floats ranging between 0 and 714. 
The system detects anomalies such as changes in the lights intensity (e.g. going on and 
off) as well as changes in the temperature in various locations of the lab. Using this data set, 
again the importance of analyzing the data at multiple temporal scales as well as using the 
optimum bin width is shown. 
 
3.5. Conclusion and Discussion 
The proposed approach is a method for detecting anomalies at multiple temporal scales 
from streams of sensor data. The approach does not require any predefined rules, models or 
domain specific knowledge-based. The approach uses a non-parametric modeling of the 
observed data stream and therefore does not make any assumptions regarding the distribution of 
the data. The approach optimizes operational constants like optimal bin width on its own, rather 
than requiring human input to specify such constants. The experimental results show the 
importance of using the optimal bin width in generating histograms for representing the data as 
opposed to choosing an arbitrary value, in terms of accuracy, computation speed as well as its 





4. High Dimensional Data Quantization and Application to Image 
Classification 
This chapter focuses on the feasibility of using density estimation to represent data in 
multidimensional spaces for the purpose of image classification. The goal is to determine 
whether the visual feature space can be optimally quantized to be best represented by a 
multivariate density function, one representing each class. As in the previous chapter, optimality 
refers to the minimization of the mean square error objective function which in density 
estimation which is the sum of the integrated bias and variance. Intuitively, when using a density 
function as the model for learning different classes of images, minimizing the mean square error 
of the density function can be thought of as keeping a balance between under- and over-fitting. 
Under-fitting means building a model that is too general and is not descriptive enough to 
distinguish the relevant changes in the observed data. In this case, the expected generalization 
error is large due to the possibility of a large bias. On the other extreme, over-fitting means 
building a model that is too closely fitted to the observations, which makes it too sensitive to the 
changes and noise and results in a high variance. The amount of observed data used for training a 
classifier controls how descriptive the model can be. As more data is made available for training, 
the model can be made more descriptive. On the other hand, if there is only little data available 
for training, the model needs to be made more general. 
Density estimation has not yet been considered in the field of image processing due to the 
large number of dimensions of the image descriptors. This problem is known as the ‘curse of 
dimensionality’ [39] which means to avoid data sparsity and to obtain statistically sound and 
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accurate results, the number of observations or the data points, must increase exponentially as the 
number of dimensions increases. However, in most applications, the underlying structure of 
multivariate data in d dimensions is almost always of dimensions much lower than d [40-42]. 
Dimensionality reduction methods [43] such as Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [44] and 
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [45] have been used to reduce the dimension of 
multivariate data by finding the linear combinations of variables which best explain the data. 
PCA is class independent and can be used in unsupervised classification while LDA is class 
based can be used in supervised classification. The nonlinear counterparts such as the Locally-
Linear Embedding (LLE) [46] are more computationally intensive and therefore are less 
attractive. Other methods of feature selection [47] have been introduced in the literature, which 
propose techniques of selecting a subset of relevant features for building robust classifiers [48, 
49]. Mutual information is one example of a criterion for feature selection which can be used to 
determine the most relevant features. 
Among the existing image descriptors, the SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform) [50] 
descriptor has been shown to be particularly robust [51] and therefore is very popular in the field 
of computer vision and image classification. The number of dimensions for the SIFT feature 
vector is 128 but prior research in image classification [52-54] has shown that PCA can 
considerably reduce the dimensions of the SIFT feature vectors by an orthogonal transformation 
of the correlated variables to a set of uncorrelated variables. PCA produces more compact feature 
vectors and at the same time increases the classification accuracy. As it turns out in most 
practical situations such as speech recognition and image classification, the number of 
dimensions can be considerably reduced to less than 10 and it is reasonable to apply non-
parametric estimation in at least six dimensions [40]. 
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This chapter will present the feasibility of performing density estimation on the reduced 
visual feature space for the purpose of image classification. 
 
4.1. Background 
Multidimensional density estimation is the construction of a probability density function 
from a set of observed data in the multidimensional space. A variety of approaches for density 
estimation have been used such as the kernel density estimation as well as various data clustering 
techniques including vector quantization and k-means clustering. Clustering in general is the task 
of assigning a set of data points into groups or clusters such that the data points in the same 
cluster are similar according to some criteria. Each data group or cluster is then represented by a 
single data object within that cluster. The cluster representative is referred to as a “codeword” 
and the table of all the codes is called the “codebook”. 
 
4.1.1. Vector Quantization 
Vector quantization [55] is a method for data clustering in which a set of points in a 
multidimensional space (i.e. vectors) are grouped together and represented by their centroid. The 
traditional goal of vector quantization is to compress the data for a fast transmission or to 
minimize the storage of the data while maintaining the quality of the data as best as possible. The 
quality of the data is usually measured by the mean square error (MSE). In vector quantization, 
generally the smaller the size of the codebook, k, or in other words the number of the clusters, 
the lower the accuracy of the signal (i.e. high loss) gets. The choice of the size of the codebook is 
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then dependant on the amount of compression needed. Therefore the ultimate goal in vector 
quantization is to minimize k which achieves the required accuracy. 
In a supervised image classification setting, Gray et al. [56] have used the classification 
error as another factor of the cost function in order to increase the accuracy of the classification. 
They estimate a class conditional density for each class and then use Bayes risk to measure the 
classifier error. The quality of the estimate is measured by the combined errors from 
compression and classification. Their method is tightly coupled with the classifier and the 
codebook is optimized for each specific class or model. 
 
4.1.2. K-means Clustering 
K-means clustering is one of the most popular clustering methods. It partitions N 
observations into k clusters in which each observation is assigned to the cluster having the 
nearest mean therefore partitioning the data space into Voronoi cells. The k-means clustering 
algorithm 1) places the initial cluster centers randomly; 2) assigns each data point (i.e. 
observation) to the closest cluster center; 3) replace each cluster center with the mean of all the 
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where:  k: number of clusters 
s = {s1, s2, …, sk} 
x: data point or observation in set si 
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µi: mean of the center of the ith cluster 
 
When clustering a dataset using k-means, the number of clusters, k needs to be manually 
selected in advance and there is no systematic method of calculating the best value based on the 
data at hand. This is one of the biggest drawbacks of the k-means algorithm as the right number 
of clusters is often not obvious but is still a very crucial parameter in affecting the clustering 
results. 
 
4.1.3. Kernel Density Estimation 
Kernel density estimation is a non-parametric method of estimating the probability 
density function of a set of random variables or observed data. The kernel is a smoothing 
function used to spread out the weight of a single observation in generating the density function. 
Let xi={x1, x2, …, xn} be a set of n observations. The estimation of the probability density 





















The function K() is the kernel function which is symmetric and integrates to 1; and h is 
the smoothing parameter called the bandwidth which is a positive real number. In the case of a 
histogram, the kernel is a uniform function. This means that the probability mass of each sample 
data point is spread uniformly throughout the interval or the bin it is observed in where the width 




4.2. Multivariate Density Estimation using Histograms 
In order to estimate the density of multivariate (i.e. multidimensional) data such as SIFT 
feature vectors extracted from images, one may construct a multidimensional histogram. The 
histogram is built by quantizing the feature space using grids or hyper-rectangles of size 
h1xh2x…xhd where d is the number of dimensions. There are more elaborate methods of density 
estimation with the use of kernels as mentioned before. However, the sole purpose of using 
density estimation is to quantize the space in an optimal way as therefore producing an optimal 
number of hyper-rectangles (i.e. clusters) which best represents the observed data. 
Figure 4.1 shows an example of a grid based clustering (or quantization) for creating a 2-
dimensional histogram. Each dimension is divided into equally spaced rectangles of width hi 
along the ith dimension as illustrated in the figure. Let aimax be the maximum value for the 






Figure 4.1: An example of a 2-dimensional grid based clustering (or quantization) for 




The main advantage of using density estimation such as the multivariate histogram is it 
allows for the optimization of the number of bins (i.e. clusters) as seen in the previous chapter 
which focused on 1-dimensional data. When performing PCA on the SIFT feature vectors 
extracted from images, the correlation between the different dimensions is removed by keeping 
the principal components associated with the highest variance. Therefore, the data points in the 
multidimensional space become more spread out, which justifies why a grid based clustering (i.e. 
a more uniform quantization) will not result in many empty bins. 
 
4.2.1. Optimizing the Number of Clusters 
The optimum bin width calculation for minimizing the mean square error as in the 1-
dimensional case has been extended to multivariate (i.e. multidimensional) data by Scott [1, 40]. 
Consider regular partition hyper-rectangles of size h1xh2x…xhd where d is the number of 
dimensions. Let: 
 
n: total number of data points 
vk: number of data points falling in hyper-rectangular bin labeled Bk 
 
Then:   
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Using the Reimannian Integration Approximation: 
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The main terms in the IV will be referred to as the Asymptotic Integrated Variance (AIV) 
and the last two terms disappear as n approaches infinity. The first term is kept as it contains hi in 
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where:  h=mini(hi) 
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The optimum bin width hk* (i.e. quantization level) for the dimension k, which minimizes 
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Note that the multidimensional analysis is not treating each dimension separately and 
independently as the calculation of the roughness takes all dimensions into account. 
Equation (4.6) states that the bin size must decrease as the number of data points increase 
and vice versa. Therefore the number of bins has direct relationship with the number of data 
points. The only unknown in equation (4.6) is the roughness of the data, R(fi), which can be 
estimated using the training data at hand. An approximation of R(fi) can be computed using the 
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     (4.7) 
 
where: vk : bin count of kth bin 
 
4.2.2. Estimating the Range of the Bin Width 
As in the one dimensional case, since the density function f can be arbitrarily rough, there 
is no lower bound on the bin width hi. As for the upper bound, the extension of the over-
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smoothing bandwidth to d  has been solved by Terrell [57]. For densities with unit covariance 
matrix, he proposes using the following maximum smoothing (i.e. Over-Smoothed) using cubical 





















dOS       (4.8) 
 
This smoothing value can easily be mapped back to the original scale of the data by 
multiplying it by VD1/2 where V and D are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues calculated by 
performing an eigenvector decomposition of the covariance matrix Σ of the sample data. The 
details of how this is done will be explained in chapter 5. 
The maximal smoothing is important when searching for the optimum bin width hi. Its 
usage will be explained fully in the next chapter. 
 
4.2.3. Feasibility in Higher Dimensions 
Generating a density function with an optimum number of bins is a challenge in higher 
dimensions as large amounts of data points are needed to fill up all the bins (i.e. hyper-
rectangles) to keep the bias low. However, if the hyper-rectangles’ sizes are increased large 
enough to hold enough data to hold down the variance, the bias is intolerable due to the large 
volume of the hyper-rectangles. 
Epanechnikov [39] has described a procedure for comparing histogram errors across 
different number of dimensions. Table 4.1 shows the equivalent sample sizes for histograms (i.e. 
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histograms having equivalent mean square error) with dimensionalities of size 1 up to 6 using 
normal density as reference data. Table 4.1 shows that having several hundred images and 
extracting a few thousand interest points per image, easily produces in the order of 105 data 
points, which is enough to keep the mean square error down at dimension of size 6. The rule of 
thumb [58] for cluster analysis is to have at least 100 sample points for a one-dimensional case. 
 
dimensions Equivalent Sample Sizes 
1 10 100 1000 
2 22 471 10,155 
3 48 2,222 103,122 
4 105 10,472 1,047,198 
5 229 49,360 10,634,200 
6 506 232,690 108,920,000 
Table 4.1: Equivalent sample sizes for dimensions 1 to 6 for the multivariate normal density 
 
In prior art on image classification [7, 9, 59, 60], it has been shown that a dense feature 
extraction method based on a uniform grid results in higher image classification rates than the 
more sophisticated ‘points of interest’ extraction algorithms such as Laplacian of Gaussian 
(LoG), a multi-scale keypoint detector [61, 62] and Harris-Laplace, a corner-like region detector 
[63, 64]. Dense features can better represent the uniform regions of the images such as sky, water 
and other plain surfaces. 
The main advantage of dense feature extraction for the purpose of density estimation is it 
produces a large number of features which are enough data points to fill up a multidimensional 
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space. Table 4.2 shows the number of training images and the total number of features extracted 
from them by some typical benchmark image datasets using dense feature extraction. For the 
Graz01 dataset [65] grids of 8x8 have been used and for the MIT scenes [66] and the KTH-TIPS 
[67] datasets grids of 10x10 have been used to extract the features. 
 
Dataset # of images 
used for training 
# of features extracted 
for training 
Graz01 200 3,538,200 
MIT Scenes 800 1,768,000 
KTH-TIPS 700 870,844 
Table 4.2: The number of images and the features extracted from some typical benchmark image 
datasets 
 
4.3. Experiments and Results 
This section presents the cluster population comparisons between the k-means method 
and the grid based approach used by density estimation (i.e. multidimensional histogram). The 
next chapter will show the effect of these two approaches on the image classification accuracy. 
 
4.3.1. Cluster Population Analysis 
The following experiment compares the cluster population using k-means as opposed to 
the histogram (i.e. grid) based approach. The dataset used for this experiment is a collection of 
images downloaded from Flickr where each image belongs to one of five classes. The five 
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classes are: ‘bicycle’, ‘boat’, ‘building’, ‘car’, and ‘tree’. Each class contains a total of 80 
images. Figure 4.2 shows three sample images from each class. There are 80 images per class 
and therefore a total of 400 images. Dense SIFT features were extracted on sampled points over 
grids of 10x10 pixels producing a total of 4 million data points. PCA was used to reduce the 
number of dimensions from 128 down to 6. The next chapter will present in more the detail the 
effect of dimensionality reduction on the classification accuracy and the optimum number of 
dimensions to use when performing a grid based clustering and why 6 is a decent value to use. 
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Figure 4.2: Sample images downloaded from Flickr each belonging to one of five classes 
 
Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show the cluster population and the distribution of the data 
among the different clusters using k-means and a grid based method of clustering, respectively. 
They both use a total of 729 clusters for a better comparison of the cluster population. When 
using grid based clustering, each of the six dimensions was divided into three grids producing a 
total of 36 hyper-rectangles. The bins are sorted based on the bin count of each bin in a 
descending order. Figure 4.3 shows that when using k-means, there is one very dense cluster and 
the rest of the clusters have roughly similar population and the cluster population is uniform. 
Figure 4.4 shows that there are no empty bins and that the whole space is fully covered using a 
simple grid based clustering method. This figure shows that using a uniform grid based 
clustering method produces a wide range of bins with different population which may result in 





Figure 4.3: Bin population using k-means clustering. Total of 4,178,237 data points and 729 
bins (k=729) in a six dimensional space 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Bin population using grid based clustering. Total of 4,178,237 data points and 729 
bins (k=729=[3,3,3,3,3,3]) in a six dimensional space 
 
Figure 4.5 shows the bin population using a simulation of Binomial random variable for 
the bin counts. In the simulation, there were a total of 400,000 data points falling in 729 bins 
with equal probability (i.e. pk=1/k, k=729). As can be seen the grid based clustering shown in 
Figure 4.4 looks similar to Figure 4.5 which is shown to follow a binomial distribution for the 






Figure 4.5: Simulated data following a Binomial distribution for each bin count. Total of 
400,000 data points and 729 bins (k=729) in a six dimensional space; pk=1/k 
 
4.4. Summary and Conclusion 
This chapter presents details of calculating the optimum number of bins when creating a 
multidimensional histogram. It shows the feasibility of using multidimensional histograms to 
represent visual features extracted from images. A grid based quantization of the feature space as 
used in the multidimensional histogram is compared to the popular method of k-means 
clustering. The use of density estimation is shown to be feasible when performed in a reduced 
feature space by using PCA. PCA removes the correlation between the different dimensions and 
therefore spreads out the data points, hence justifying the use of a uniform grid based clustering 
method. Dense feature extraction is shown to produce enough data points from a typical image 
dataset to be able to apply density estimation in dimensions a high as six. The advantage of using 
density estimation or in particular the histogram is it allows a systematic method of optimally 
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quantizing the feature space to better represent the observed data. Chapter 5 will present an 
application of multidimensional density estimation using visual features for performing a bag-of-





5. Density Estimation for Optimal Codebook Generation used in Image 
Classification 
This chapter presents a method for using density estimation to generate a codebook for a 
bag-of-features (BoF) [6, 68, 69] based image classification. Bag-of-features (BoF) 
representation has become popular for image classification due to its simplicity and high 
performance [8]. This approach was first introduced as the bag-of-words (BoW) model [70] in 
the application of text classification, where a text document is represented as an unordered 
collection of words. In computer vision, an image is represented by a bag of features based on a 
predefined codebook. The codebook is typically generated by first extracting local patches or 
interest points from each training image. Various methods for interest point detection are grid 
based sampling, random sampling, interest point operator such as Harris Laplace (HL), and 
Laplacian of Gaussian. After the patches (i.e. regions) are detected, they are represented as 
numerical vectors or descriptors. One of the most popular and effective image descriptors is the 
Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [50]. Once all the image descriptors (i.e. feature 
vectors) are generated from the training images, the multidimensional feature space is quantized 
or in other words the feature vectors are clustered and the cluster centers are used as the 
representative feature vector of each cluster (i.e. codewords) making up the codebook. Each 
image is then represented by a histogram counting the number of occurrences of the feature 
vectors as represented by the codewords. Vector quantization is used to map a feature vector to 
the closest codeword. A discriminative model such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) [71] can 
then be used to classify a test image to a particular image class or category. 
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It has been shown in prior art that one of the most important factors affecting the 
classification accuracy is the codebook size [6, 7]. Substantial gain in performance is achieved 
when an optimal codebook size is used. However, the optimal codebook size is different for 
different datasets and is currently chosen heuristically. Intuitively, the size of the codebook 
should be directly proportional to the number of feature vectors during training. As the number 
of feature vectors (i.e. observations) increases, the number of clusters representing the data 
should increase to better capture the distinctions between the features from images of different 
categories. On the other hand, the codebook size should not be too large to incorporate noise and 
image variations within categories. This intuition suggests the use of multidimensional density 
estimation as described in the previous chapter to quantize the feature space and to calculate an 
optimum codebook size in a systematic way. 
 
5.1. Background 
K-means is one of the most popular methods of creating a codebook. However, the 
biggest disadvantage of the k-means clustering technique is in choosing the number of clusters, 
k. Choosing the right value for k is crucial to the outcome of the classifier and there is no 
systematic method of calculating the best value for k when using k-means. 
Currently k (i.e. codebook size) is chosen heuristically by performing empirical testing 
and selecting one that performs best for the image dataset at hand [69]. It has been shown in 
prior art, that when using k-means, the best value for k can be as small as 200 for some datasets 
[8] whereas for other datasets it is 1,000-6,000 [6, 7]. Codebook sizes of as high as 10,000 have 
been used for the TRECVID dataset [9] due to the diversity of the images. 
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Choosing a value for k which is too small, will result in creating clusters in the densest 
areas only, while ignoring the less dense areas. This results in what is known as under-fitting, 
which reduces the discriminative powers of the classifier. The visual codebook should be large 
enough and sufficiently descriptive to distinguish relevant changes in the image parts but not too 
large to be susceptible to noise. As will be shown later in the experiments’ section of this 
chapter, the classification accuracy is increased as k is increased but decreased very rapidly as k 
continues to increase. 
Another disadvantage of the k-means clustering is the location of the cluster centers is 
very sensitive to the value of k as well as to the locations of the data points. For instance, varying 
the value of k can drastically move the cluster centers around which results in non-robust 
codebooks. Having only one or a few data points far away from the cluster center (i.e. outliers), 
can also significantly shift the cluster center making the codebook susceptible to outliers and 
noise. K-means also produces different cluster centers every time it is run based on the 
initialization of the cluster centers. 
Figure 5.1 illustrates an example of a codebook generated using k-means, which results 
in the same histograms for two different test images. As shown in the figure, the cluster centers 
are located where the training data points are while ignoring the less dense areas. If the test 
image is rare and not seen during training, its data points are mapped to the closest cluster center 
(i.e. codeword), which might be very far away and therefore producing a histogram which does 




Training data Test image 1 
Test image 2 
 
Figure 5.1: Example of codebook generation using k-means which produces the same 
histograms for two very different test images 
 
Jurie et al. [59] have shown that k-means produces poor codebooks when performing 
dense sampling on the training images. They also demonstrated that k-means clustering does not 
generate good codebooks for non-homogeneous images that have non uniform statistics such as 
images of natural objects with lots of variations. They have concluded that more evenly 
distributed coding centers produce better codebooks. They propose a codebook construction 
method that enforces fixed-radius clusters. However, their algorithm still needs the number of 
clusters and the radius of the clusters to be configured. 
 
5.2. Density Estimation for Codebook Generation 
An optimum codebook can be generated using the method of optimum quantization used 
in density estimation as described in the previous chapter. In this setting, the codewords can be 
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placed in the center of each hyper-rectangle as shown in Figure 5.2. The figure shows a grid 
based quantization for creating a 2-dimensional histogram. 
 
a1max 
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Figure 5.2: An example of a 2-dimensional grid based quantization for generating a codebook 
 
One advantage of grid based quantization as opposed to k-means in generating a 
codebook is that, the distance between a data point to its cluster center is at most the radius of the 
hyper-rectangle while in k-means, the distance can be large and have large variations. Changing 
the value of k moves the cluster centers much slower in the grid based clustering as opposed to 
the k-means clustering. 
Figure 5.3 shows a 2-dimensional data space with grid clustering. The figure on the left 
shows the cluster centers (red dots) when k=9 and the figure on the right is when k=16. Grid 









Figure 5.3: Sample 2-dimensional data when using grid clustering for different values of k. The 
red dots are the cluster centers 
 
5.2.1. Codeword Stability 
Let us calculate the movement of each codeword (i.e. center of hyper-rectangle) as a 
function of the total number of clusters in a d dimensional space. Assume that each dimension is 
bounded by amin and amax. Also, assume that the quantization steps in each dimension are the 
same, namely: h1=h2=…=hd and therefore the total number of bins in each dimension are also 




























In Euclidean space, the radius of a hyper-cube varies as the dth root of its volume where d 
is the number of dimensions. The longest diagonal of a hyper-cube having width h is hd  and 
its center is located at 2/hd . This leads to equation (5.1) which shows how far a codeword 
(i.e. cluster center) moves in a d dimensional space as a function of k. This can be used as a 
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Figure 5.4 illustrates the movement of the codewords in 2-dimensional space where the 




Figure 5.4: Movement of the codewords as k increases from 9 (black center and solid lines) to 




Figure 5.5 shows the plot of the δ(k) as a function of k, the total number of clusters in the 
grid based approach where d=6. This plot shows the movement of the cluster centers is very slow 
and therefore suggests producing stable codewords. 
 
 
Figure 5.5: The change in the cluster centers as a function of k, the number of clusters in the grid 
based clustering 
 
5.2.2. The Proposed Algorithm 




1. Extract SIFT features from all the training images. These features have 128 




2. Perform PCA by keeping the subspaces associated with the six largest 
eigenvalues thereby reducing the dimension to six. Based on empirical results as 
shown later in the experiments section of this chapter, six is the optimal number 
of dimensions which is the smallest dimension size without sacrificing 
classification performance. Let X’ be the transformed dataset in the six 
dimensional space. 
 
6' X  
 
3. Take the covariance matrix Σ of the dataset X’ and take its eigenvector 

































The matrix H is a matrix with the columns of H being the edges dhhh

,...,, 21  of the 
hypercube of a single bin centered at the origin. 
 
5. Perform a search for the optimum bin width hi* in each dimension i over a 
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Empirical results show that the cost function CAMISE is non-monotonic due to the 
approximation of the roughness R(fi) but it decreases as hi approaches hiOS and has 
its highest value as h approaches 0. This is due to the fact that when h approaches 
0, the bin counts become 0 or one and the bias term disappears. Therefore the cost 
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function CAMISE just becomes the variance term which approaches ∞. On the other 
hand, as the bin width hi approaches ∞, all data points fall into only one or two 
bins and the cost function, CAMISE approaches 0. Empirical results show that the 
minimizer of the cost function is almost always very close to the over-smoothed 
bin width hiOS. Based on empirical results, to save computational time, the search 
for optimizer can be done within 10% of hiOS. That is: 0.9hiOS<hi*<hiOS. 
Let us define an optimal GRID (optGRID) which quantizes the multi-dimensional 
space using the optimum bin width hi*. The number of bins in each dimension is 







6. Image Coding: 
During the image coding process, each image is represented by a histogram of all 
the extracted features from the image. For each image, the SIFT features are 
extracted and transformed into a 6 dimensional space using PCA. A histogram is 
constructed using the optimum bin width hi* as calculated in step 5. The 
histogram represents the frequency of the features falling within each bin. 
One can use the center of each hyper-rectangle as the codeword representing the 
hyper-rectangle. Then the widely used vector quantization (VQ) technique may be 
used to code each image by finding the closest codeword to each incoming feature 
vector. However, since the multi-dimensional space is equally quantized, 
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determining the codewords using the bin centers is not necessary. The image 
coding process may be done at a much faster speed if the multidimensional 
histogram is generated using the calculated optimum bin widths by using a 
bisection method. This is one of the main advantages of the proposed approach. 
 
5.2.3. Computational Speed Analysis 
One problem with k-means is it is NP-hard and its computational complexity is O(kdN) 
where k is the number of clusters, d is the number of dimensions, and N is the total number of 
data points. This makes the algorithm very slow to converge for very large datasets. Table 5.3 
compares the computational complexity of the k-means clustering and optimum grid based 
clustering as used in density estimation. The grid based clustering offers a constant complexity 
time which makes it very attractive. 
 
Let: 
k: number of clusters (on the order of 103) 
m: number of interest points per image (order of 103) 
n: total number of data points during training (for the typical benchmark datasets this is 
on the order of 105) 
d: number of dimensions 
q: number of bins in each dimension (< 10) 









K-means O(kdn) VQ: O(mk) [O(109)]+O(106) 
Optimum GRID (optGRID) O(sd) x O(nd log2q) O(md log2q) [O(106)]+O(104) 
Table 5.3: Computational complexity of the k-means clustering versus the density based 
estimation with optimum quantization levels 
 
Figure 5.6 shows the computation times of performing k-means clustering for different 
number of interest points per image for different number of clusters, k. Dense feature extraction 
from a typical image dataset, produces a few thousand feature vectors. This figure also illustrates 
the importance of choosing the right value of k when using k-means clustering as large values of 




K-means Clustering Time vs. Number of Interest Points per Image
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Figure 5.6: Computation time of the k-means clustering algorithm for different number of 
interest points per image 
 
5.3. Experiments and Results 
This section presents the results of using the proposed codebook on five different image 
datasets. Four of these datasets, namely, Graz01 [65], Caltech [72], MIT scenes [66], and KTH-
TIPS textures [67] are benchmark datasets used by various state of the art image classification 
techniques. These datasets vary in the number of classes of images, the number of images per 
class as well as the statistics of the local image features. For example the MIT scenes dataset 
contains images of natural objects with high variations while the KTH-TIPS textures images 




5.3.1. Flickr Dataset 
The first dataset contains five classes of images downloaded from Flickr. The five classes 
are: ‘bicycle’, ‘boat’, ‘building’, ‘car’, and ‘tree’. Each class contains a total of 100 images. 
Figure 5.7 shows three sample images from each class. 
 
   
   
   
   
   




As a first experiment, the classification accuracy when performing k-means clustering is 
compared to grid clustering for different number of clusters, k. A non-linear one-versus-all SVM 
classifier from LIBSVM [71] was used with a radial basis function kernel. 
Dense SIFT features were extracted on sampled points over a grid. The grid size was 
varied to extract different number of SIFT features for each experiment. A total of 80% of the 
images in each category was used for training and the rest of the 20% was used for testing. A 5-
fold cross validation technique was used to rotate the training and testing images and an average 
of the results was computed. The number of images used for building the codebook from the 
training set is represented by variable T and the number of feature vectors from each image is 
represented by P. 
Figure 5.8 shows the classification accuracy as a function of k using k-means clustering 
(dotted lines) compared to a simple grid based approach (solid lines) for different number of 
feature vectors extracted per image (dense SIFT) and different number of images. The 
classification accuracy is computed as the total number of correctly classified images divided by 
the total number of classifications performed. For the grid based clustering, for simplicity, the 
number of bins for all the six dimensions were kept the same (i.e. k1=k2=k3=k4=k5=k6). The 



































Figure 5.8: Classification accuracy as a function of k using k-means clustering and grid based 
clustering using dense SIFT feature vectors 
 
The figure shows that the grid approach performs better than the k-means when k is 
increased beyond 200 for all different combinations of the number of images and the number of 
patches extracted per image. The figure shows that in grid clustering, as the number of data 
points increases, the optimum k (i.e. peak in the curve) also increases but very slowly. When 
using a small number of data points (i.e. training images and interest points per image), the 
optimum k when using k-means can be as low as 100 (i.e. green doted line) but when larger data 




5.3.2. Graz01 Dataset 
The second image dataset used is Graz01 [65]. The dataset contains 373 ‘bikes’ images, 
460 ‘persons’ images and 270 images which are neither ‘persons’ nor ‘bikes’. The same training 
and test settings for a two-class classification were used as in [8, 73]. The training set contains 
100 positive and 100 negative images and the test images followed the same distribution. 100 
‘bikes’ images were randomly drawn and used for training as the positive class and another 100 
images were randomly drawn from a set of ‘non-bikes’ images and used as the negative class. 
The same was done for ‘persons’ versus ‘non-persons’ images. 
Figure 5.9 shows three sample images from each category. The top row shows three 
images belonging to the ‘bikes’ class. The middle row shows three images belonging to the 
‘persons’ class and the bottom row shows images from a category that does not contain either 















Figure 5.9: Sample images from the Graz01 image database with three categories of images 
 
Dense SIFT features were extracted on grids of 8x8 from each image producing over 3.5 
million data points from the training images to construct the codebook. Dense sampling has been 
shown [7, 74] to result in better classification accuracy as opposed to key point detectors (e.g. 
Laplacian of Gaussian, Harris-affine, etc.) [60]. It has been shown and verified by the 
experiments that the classification accuracy is almost always increased with the number of 
samples extracted per image but saturation does occur at some point. A bag-of-features image 
representation was performed followed by a two-class SVM classifier. The codebook is 
constructed using a k-means clustering technique where k is set to 200 as suggested in [8] for the 




The Effect of Dimensionality Reduction on Classification Accuracy 
Figure 5.10 shows the classification accuracy for different number of dimensions and 
different number of interest points per image. The k-means clustering with k=200 was used as 
well as a KNN classifier. The results show that PCA can reduce the dimension of SIFT down to 
six while maintaining the classification accuracy. It is noted that six is the optimal number of 
dimensions which is the smallest without noticeably lowering the accuracy. 
 
Graz01 dataset: Bikes vs. Persons































Figure 5.10: Classification accuracy for different number of dimensions, d, and different number 




Table 5.4 shows the classification accuracy using k-means clustering in the original 128-
dimensional SIFT feature space as well as reduced dimensions of 10 and 6 using PCA. As can be 
seen, reducing the dimensions down to six hardly lowers the accuracy of the classifier. The last 
column shows the classification achieved by Lazebnik et al. using k-means where the number of 










Bikes 78.6% 78.6% 78.5% 82.4% 
Persons 77.8% 77.6% 77.1% 79.5% 
Table 5.4: Graz01 classification accuracy using k-means for different number of dimensions, d 
 
Table 5.5 shows the classification accuracy using a grid based clustering method for 
different values of k, (i.e. k=64=[2,2,2,2,2,2], k=729=[3,3,3,3,3,3], k=4096=[4,4,4,4,4,4], and 
k=15625=[5,5,5,5,5,5]) and compares their result to using an optimum GRID using the proposed 












Bikes 76.6% 78.3% 75.6% 81.5% 80.5% 
Persons 71.1% 72.6% 77.7% 80.9% 82.5% 




Using k-means clustering and fine tuning of the value of k by using cross validation 
methods, accuracies of 78.5% and 77.1% for bikes and persons were achieved, respectively at 
best whereas using the proposed density estimation method with optimum quantization achieves 
accuracies of 80.5% and 82.5% for bikes and persons, respectively. In the proposed method there 
is no need to perform cross validation and testing the classification rates for different values of k. 
 
5.3.3. Caltech Dataset 
This dataset contains 100 images of faces and 100 images of backgrounds downloaded 
from the Caltech faces image database [72]. The images of faces consist of shots of frontal faces 
of 27 unique people under different lighting, expressions and backgrounds. The images of 
backgrounds are assorted scenes around the Caltech campus. All images in this dataset are 
896x592 pixels in size. Figure 5.11 shows three examples of each class of images. The top row 
shows images from the faces class and the bottom row shows images from the background class. 
 
   
   




The Effect of Dimensionality Reduction on Classification Accuracy 
Figure 5.12-Figure 5.15 show the effect of dimensionality reduction on the classification 
accuracy when reducing the dimensions from 128 to 6 using PCA. The SVM and the KNN 
classifiers were used. The number of clusters and the number of interest points per image were 
varied. These plots show that using SVM, reducing the dimensions down to six using PCA had 
barely any effect on the classification accuracy. 
Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 show that reducing the dimensions of the SIFT features from 
the original 128 to 6 using PCA has very little effect on the classification accuracy. This 
observation is consistent for different number of interest points extracted per image as well as the 
different number of clusters, k. 
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Figure 5.12: Classification accuracy using all of 128 dimensions of the SIFT feature vectors 
using an SVM classifier 
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Figure 5.13: Classification accuracy using only six dimensions of the SIFT feature vectors using 
an SVM classifier 
 
Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 show similar results using a KNN classifier. These figures 
show that reducing the SIFT feature dimensions from 128 to 6 using PCA has very little effect 
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Figure 5.14: Classification accuracy using all of 128 dimensions of the SIFT feature vectors 
using a KNN classifier 
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Figure 5.15: Classification accuracy using only six dimensions of the SIFT feature vectors using 
a KNN classifier 
 
The next experiment was to calculate the classification accuracy using the optimum 
quantization method. For this experiment, dense SIFT features were extracted based on a grid of 







Table 5.6: Classification accuracy using optimum grid 
 
Figure 5.16 shows the total classification accuracy (i.e. correctly detecting faces and 
background) as a function of the total number of clusters, k. The classification accuracy is plotted 
using the grid based approach for different number of clusters as well as the optimum number of 
clusters (i.e. optGRID). The optimum GRID is calculated using the proposed approach explained 
in section 5.2.2. The Proposed Algorithm. The five other GRID sizes (i.e. the non optGRID) are 
some suboptimal values observed through experiments which are close to the optimal value but 




Classification Accuracy using SVM































Figure 5.16: Classification accuracy as a function of k using grid based clustering using dense 
SIFT feature vectors 
 
5.3.4. MIT Scenes Dataset 
The scenes dataset contains eight outdoor scene classes: ‘coast’, ‘forest’, ‘highway’, 
‘inside city’, ‘mountain, ‘open country’, ‘street’, and ‘tall buildings’ [66]. There are a total of 




















Figure 5.17: Sample images from the MIT Scenes image database with 8 categories of images 
 
Dense SIFT features were extracted on grids of 8x8. The classifier was trained on 100 
images per class and testing was performed on the rest of the images. Figure 5.18 shows the 
classification accuracy as a function of the number of clusters, k. The k-means approach has been 
compared to the grid based approach for different number of clusters as well as the optimum 
number of clusters. The optimum GRID is calculated using the proposed approach explained in 
section 5.2.2. The Proposed Algorithm The other GRID sizes (i.e. the non optGRID) are all other 
variations of quantizing the space. 
The figure shows the importance of using the optimum value as opposed to using 
arbitrary values. This figure shows that with k-means, the classification accuracy drops much 




Classification Accuracy using SVM 














































Figure 5.18: Classification accuracy as a function of k using k-means clustering and grid based 
clustering using dense SIFT feature vectors 
 
Table 5.7 shows the classification rate per class of images using the optimum grid 
method. The overall classification accuracy is 77.3%. Fei-Fei and Perona [60] achieved a 
classification rate of 65.2% and Lazebnik et al. [8] achieved a rate of 72.2% using k-means 










Inside City 80.8% 
Mountain 70.7% 
Open Country 66.6% 
Street 75.1% 
Tall Buildings 77.3% 
Table 5.7: Classification accuracy per class of images using optimum grid 
 
5.3.5. KTH-TIPS (textures) Dataset 
This dataset contains 810, 200x200 images. There are a total of ten classes: ‘aluminum 
foil’, ‘brown bread’, ‘corduroy’, ‘cotton’, ‘cracker’, ‘linen’, ‘orange peel’, ‘sand paper’, and 






























Figure 5.19: Sample images from the KTH-TIPS texture image database with 10 categories of 
images 
 
This dataset is very different from the MIT scenes dataset as the images in this dataset 
have homogeneous regions and therefore producing feature vectors that fall in a small number of 
locations in the multi-dimensional space. The k-means clustering method is expected to work 
well for these types of images as it places the codewords where the data points are clustered. 
Dense SIFT features were extracted on grids of 10x10. The classifier was trained on 70 images 
per class and testing was performed on the rest of the images. 
Figure 5.20 shows the classification accuracy as a function of the number of clusters, k. 
The k-means approach is compared to the grid based approach for different number of clusters as 
well as the optimum number of clusters. In prior art [7] the optimum codebook size using k-
means has been found to be 1000 using cross validation methods which results in 91.3% 
classification accuracy. On the other hand, optimum grid clustering using density estimation can 
achieve a 92.5% classification accuracy. 
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This figure shows that the optimum number of clusters is crucial as opposed to arbitrary 
values. The optimum codebook size is [8, 6, 7, 7, 4, 3]. For this dataset, the quantization level in 
each dimension varies considerably (i.e. as high as 8 and as low as 3) and therefore stresses the 
importance of using the roughness of the data. This experiment shows that even for 
homogeneous images such as texture where the feature vectors are clustered in a small number 
of locations in the feature space, the performance is equally good or even better than using k-
means. 
 
Classification Accuracy using SVM






























Figure 5.20: Classification accuracy as a function of k using k-means clustering and grid based 




Table 5.8 shows the classification accuracy using the optimum bin width. The overall 
classification accuracy is 92.5%. 
 
Class Classification Accuracy 
Aluminum foil 98.2% 





Orange peel 94.5% 
Sand paper 78.2% 
Sponge 96.4% 
Styrofoam 94.5% 
Table 5.8: Classification accuracy per class of images using optimum grid 
 
5.4. Summary and Conclusion 
This chapter presents an algorithm for generating a visual codebook used in a bag-of-
words based image classifier. The method uses multidimensional density estimation for 
optimally quantizing the feature space. Density estimation allows the calculation of an optimum 
number of clusters in a systematic way which minimizes under- and over- fitting without having 
to do cross validation and empirical testing. The proposed method quantizes the feature space in 
a more uniform fashion as opposed to using k-means and therefore generates more robust 
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codebooks that better represent the feature vectors extracted from the training images. The 
proposed codebook is not as sensitive to the value of k as in k-means. Grid clustering as opposed 
to k-means is very simple and requires minimal computational power. The image classification 
accuracy using the proposed codebook is equal or higher than the best classification accuracy 
achieved by k-means as presented for five different image datasets, two of which have very 
different statistical properties. The optimum grid based approach of clustering is shown to work 
well for natural object images as well as homogeneous images such as textures. The experiments 
confirm that the proposed method results in high accuracy for two class classification as well as 





6. Conclusions and Future Work 
This chapter summarizes and concludes the work presented in this thesis and proposes 
potential improvements and directions for future work. 
 
6.1. Research Contributions 
This thesis has presented an approach for detecting anomalies or events of interest from 
streaming data. The proposed method does not require any predefined rules, models or domain 
specific knowledge-based. It performs anomaly detection at multiple temporal scales using 
streams of sensor data. The approach is non-parametric and does not make any assumptions 
regarding the distribution of the data. This is one of the first non-parametric self-optimizing 
algorithms of this nature in the technical community. The system optimizes operational constants 
like optimal bin width on its own, rather than requiring human input to specify such constants. 
The importance of using the optimal bin width in generating histograms for representing the data 
as opposed to choosing an arbitrary value is shown, in terms of accuracy and computation speed. 
This thesis shows that density estimation is a useful method for classifying one- and 
multi-dimensional data. It shows that the optimum bin width calculation used in constructing a 
density plays a major role in increasing the accuracy of the density and hence the classification 
results. In multidimensional spaces, it is used to systematically calculate the optimum number of 
clusters and therefore not having to use heuristic and cross-validation methods of choosing the 
best value. Density estimation is used to optimally quantize the training data to generate 
codebooks for bag-of-features based image classification. The proposed clustering method 
creates much more stable codebooks where the classification accuracy is less sensitive to the 
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number of clusters as well as the training data. The proposed image classification method works 
well for different types of images and especially well for classifying natural image with large 
variations. 
 
6.2. Improvements and Future Directions 
This section presents potential improvements of the proposed methods in this thesis as 
well as new direction for future research. 
 
6.2.1. Use of Adaptive Kernel Density Estimation 
One potential research work is to investigate the use of adaptive or ‘variable bin width’ 
kernel density estimation [75]. In adaptive density estimation, instead of using a fixed (i.e. 
global) bin width, one may vary the size of the bin width along the support of the observed data. 
This will give the flexibility of reducing the variance of the estimate by increasing the bin width 
in areas of few observations and at the same time reducing the bias by decreasing the bin width 
in areas of many observations. 
There are two methods for doing adaptive kernel width: balloon and point-wise 
estimation. In balloon estimation, the kernel width is varied depending on the location of the test 
point. K-nearest-neighbor (KNN) is a special case of the balloon estimator where the kernel is a 
uniform function. The KNN estimate at a data point is equivalent to a histogram estimate with a 
bin centered on the data point with bin width sufficiently large so that the bin contains exactly K 
data points. In point-wise estimation, the kernel width is varied depending on the density at the 
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sample data points. In particular, it uses a point-wise adaptive density estimator where the width 
of each bin is a function of the density at the sample data points. 
Adaptive density estimation is particularly effective for multidimensional data such as 
image descriptors. It generates a more accurate estimation of the density for data points that are 
less uniformly distributed in the multidimensional space. 
 
6.2.2. Calculation of the Number of Dimensions 
In this thesis the image descriptors have been reduced to six dimensions using PCA 
before applying density estimation. This was chosen as a result of empirical testing and verifying 
that six is the smallest number of dimensions without affecting the classification accuracy for the 
typical benchmark image datasets. A potential future work is to systematically determine the 
optimum number of dimensions based on the amount of training images available. With larger 
amounts of data, the dimension size can be made larger. 
 
6.2.3. Class based Density Estimation 
One potential research work is using multivariate density estimation to represent each 
class or category of images separately and using Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) probability 
estimation to classify the images. The basic hypothesis is that images belonging to the same class 
have a similar density and images from different classes have densities that differ from one 
another. All the images must be labeled with their class (i.e. category) during training and each 
image can belong to only one of the known C classes. The density function for each class of 
images can be computed during training. Let c be the class or the category of a given image and 
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fc be the density function for class c of images. Let the test image have m feature vectors where 
each feature vector is denoted as xi:        I={x1, x2, x3, …, xm} 
Assuming that the features are generated independently given the class label, using 
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where P(c=C) is the prior distribution of the class C images during training and P(I|c=C) is the 
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The Classification Algorithm 
Using the MAP estimation, the following steps can be used for the training and testing 




The training phase: 
All images are assumed to be labeled and belong to only one class. 
 
Step 1: Dense SIFT features are extracted over sample points over a grid from all training 
images belonging to the same class. This is repeated for all classes. 
 
Step 2: Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is performed to reduce the dimensions of 
the SIFT feature vectors from 128 down to six. 
 
Step 3: The optimum bin width along the six dimensions of the feature space is 
calculated: h*={h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6}. Using the optimum quantization level, a six-
dimensional frequency histogram is created per class of images where each histogram 
contains the feature vectors from images belonging to that class. Since the frequency 
histogram (denoted by Hc) represents the distribution of the feature vectors (i.e. 
observations) for all the bins, it is normalized by the total volume, which is the volume of 
each hyper-rectangle multiplied by the total number of observations, nc. Therefore, the 












In order to prevent from having empty bins and therefore a density of zero, a small value 
of ∂ may be added to the frequency histogram Hc. 
 
The testing phase: 
Step 1: For each test image, the dense SIFT feature vectors are extracted and PCA is 
performed to reduce the dimensions down to six. 
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Step 4: Finally the MAP estimation is determined using prior distributions of each class 
P(c=C). 
 









Figure 6.1: The density function of a test image is matched to the closest density function of one 
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